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Student Testimonials 

 

“Ane Molina is a great professor with a progressive view of education. She introduced me to 

new concepts and ideas back then, and I remember them daily in work and professional 

environments. She is a didactic person and always finds different ways to teach complicated 

and abstract concepts. I endorse Ane as a professor because more than ten years after her 

classes, I still remember the lessons she gave me with the enthusiasm she always has when 

teaching.” 

—Rodrigo Mendes (student in 2011) 

 

“Ane was my professor on my first graduation, almost ten years ago. She is the kind of 

educator we take for life, not only because of the class syllabus that she masterfully 

teaches but also as an opinion leader. Undoubtedly, students gain another excellent 

professor from whom they will be inspired.” 

—André Faleiros (student in 2013) 

 

“Anelise is an educator at heart: a person who is always present and close to all the 

students. With her unique way, she manages to pass all her knowledge to the students 

with lots of understanding, affection, and empathy.” 

—Ariane Melo (student in 2015) 

 

“Anelise Molina was a differential in my graduation. As a professor, she encouraged me to 

always look at it from different perspectives, focusing on graduation and our role in it. Her 

scholarship made room for several conversations, which thus generated different projects. She 

brought her experience to the classroom like a true master. As a friendly professor, she 

encouraged and advised us on how to connect learning with our lives. Always available, 

approachable, empathetic, and human. As a person, she has talents that many only dreams 

about - she is smart, positive, courageous, caring, and extremely loved by those who know 

her.” 

—Victor Lacerda (student in 2015) 

 

“Ane Molina was a professor who inspired me a lot by the way she shares and 

contextualizes different contents with an attentive and critical mind. More than 

teaching a topic, it sharpens interest in being an active part of the world, providing 

technical tools so that I, as a student, could compose my own perspective and develop 

new skills.” 

—Gabriela Miranda (student in 2018) 
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